AbstrAct
A s El salvador continues to re-build in the aftermath of its civil war (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) , new official sites and practices actively draw attention to questions of national culture, history, and identity. 1 While museums, textbooks, and educational events highlight archaeological wonders and certain historical narratives for nation-building (DeLugan 2005 (DeLugan , 2012 , until recently there has been a general official silence since the civil war regarding its well-documented atrocities. 2 During the post-civil war period, another earlier atrocity, the 1932 "Matanza" (slaughter), an infamous period of state-sanctioned violence against indigenous people in western El salvador, received new attention from scholars, human rights activists, indigenous communities, and diasporic salvadorans. Until very recently, however, the government of El salvador has not matched their interest in clarifying the link between 1932 and the contemporary marginalization of indigenous populations in El salvador.
the Matanza was a swift and brutal response to a popular uprising in western El salvador, and resulted in the deaths of thousands, mostly indigenous Nahuat, over a period of weeks. through the years, estimates of the possible number of victims have varied considerably. thomas Anderson presents figures that range from a low of 6,000 to a high of 40,000 (1982:198-203) . recent scholarship offers a conservative estimate of 10,000 dead (Gould and Lauria-santiago 2008) . At an August 2011 commemorative event in Izalco, a town recognized as the epicenter of the tragedy, Wilfredo reyes, the president of El salvador's National Legislative Assembly, estimated that the mass killing eliminated three percent of the nation's total population in 1932. Without additional research, including forensic exhumations, any total number is likely to remain in question. What is certain is that numerous mass graves from 1932 can be identified in western El salvador, and that the mass violence has had a devastating impact on indigenous people's well-being. From the town of Izalco alone, locals I spoke with estimate 1,000 dead, and on occasion human bones find their way to the surface. I was told that there are no less than eight similar mass graves in the area. 3 During these post-civil war years, historians are revisiting this period of national history and offering new scholarship that disentangles the violence from hegemonic cold War ideology-infused narratives that have dominated understandings of 1932. New research underscores the ethnic dimensions of the Matanza and its aftermath, and some scholars refer to the violence as genocide or ethnocide (Gould and Lauria-santiago 2008:221-222, Lindo-Fuentes et al. 2007 ). While pressures on indigenous populations surely antedated the 1932 violence, the decades following 1932 saw the erosion of communal land rights, the loss of unique dress, and the forfeiture of indigenous languages. that said, recent historical scholarship challenges the popularly circulating notion in El salvador that the events of 1932 eliminated indigenous people and culture from society (Lopez bernal 2002) . the new scholarship demonstrates how, for example, post-1932 local birth records in western El salvador continued to identify indigenous births, documenting a population growth even where national census records had stopped counting (ching and tilley 1998, tilley 2005) .
Although its history is disfigured by one of the most notorious cases of state-sanctioned repression in Latin America, El salvador has been slow to recognize the impact of the violence on the ethnic landscape of national society. today, the exact size of El salvador's indigenous population is not known, due in part to decades of state policy that refuses to recognize the nation's ethnic minorities. It is unclear whether the combined population of indigenous Nahuat, Lenca, cacaopera, and Maya totals ten percent (chapin 1989, 1990 ; Gobierno de El salvador 2001) or one percent (Lovato 2009) of the national population of approximately six million. considering the historical pressures on indigenous populations in El salvador, many scholars and activists today recognize that, despite the absence of such cultural markers as spoken language and traditional dress, there is the indisputable physical fact of indigenous bodies (biologically speaking), as well as evidence of a range of other indigenous cultural practices throughout the nation. Distinct world view or cosmovisión, orientation to community, connection to place and environment, and traditional medicine are listed among the characteristics that organizations and agencies apply to their definition of who is indigenous in El salvador (Programa de las Naciones Unidas para el Desarrollo 2003). And, more often than not, a key characteristic is their condition of extreme poverty (Lara Martinez 1993) .
the post-civil war period has seen new activism by indigenous organizations in El salvador that is allied with international supporters in their struggle for official recognition and improved status. today, increased attention to the impact of the Matanza and its aftermath serves to educate and remind state and society not only of the forces that contributed to the ongoing marginalization of El salvador's indigenous minority, but about the nation's long history of repression and social inequality as well. My research on post-civil war nation-building follows the gradual shift in hegemonic discourse and state policy about 1932 and explores new ways that people are remembering the past. there is one often-cited illustration of how narratives of 1932 have served polarized political ideologies instead of drawing attention to the concerns of indigenous peoples. For years, the dominant right-wing political party Alianza Republicana Nacionalista (ArENA) launched their national political campaign from Izalco by stating that this is the place "where the country was saved from communism" (Achtenberg 2009 ). Interpretations of the past did not address indigenous peoples' independent interests and concerns, but instead portrayed them as dupes of social and political movements of the time, flattened out in discourse as "communist" and "anti-communist." the political left has also used the tragedy of 1932 in public discourses to rally against state repression and to assert opposing political ideologies. In recent years, however, discourse about 1932 increasingly involves the participation of voices that explicitly represent indigenous perspectives.
In 2009, ArENA's 18 years of conservative rule ended when Mauricio Funes, candidate for the leftist Farabundo Marti Liberación Nacional (FMLN) party, won the national presidency. Among the strategies adopted by his administration to mark the political difference was the willingness to address past episodes of state-sanctioned violence. On October 12, 2010, President Funes issued an apology on behalf of the state for the 1932 violence and the ongoing discrimination against El salvador's indigenous populations. On August 9, 2011, the UN's International Day of the World's Indigenous People, I attended an official act of commemoration that took place in Izalco. At least 300 people gathered together at "El Llanito" (the flat little plain), the site of a mass grave from 1932. the event began with an indigenous ceremony around a sacred fire. A contingent of Quiche Maya from Guatemala assisted with the ceremony and declared their spiritual and political support of indigenous people in El salvador. Uniformed school children from Izalco sang the national anthem in Nahuat, accenting a language translation project that has caught national attention. A panel of local and national government officials spoke of the tragedy of 1932 and stated that more would be done on behalf of indigenous populations. A new monument was installed, and the site was named national patrimony. It was my privilege to participate in the commemorative event and afterward to meet with a group of indigenous leaders to discuss the historic event.
these recent activities in El salvador draw attention to the dynamism at work as hegemonic narratives of the past are modified, thanks in large part to new scholarship offering clarification about the past and indigenous people coming forward to publicly commemorate a painful national tragedy. In this process, I observe a new sense of the past being formed. It is a past that not only brings attention to the current status of El salvador's indigenous ethnic minority, but also to the nation's ongoing democratization. Important to my research on the post-war nation is that the developments also involve members of El salvador's diaspora.
My research is multi-sited in a number of facets. It involves participantobservation fieldwork in multiple geographic locales including Izalco and san salvador in El salvador, and san Francisco, california. My ethnographic research also gathers evidence on a diverse range of social and cultural sites and practices that I theorize are contributing to official and popular practices of re-imagining the nation in post-civil war El salvador. the sources of evidence include interviews with academics, indigenous leaders, government officials, human rights advocates, and diasporic salvadorans. It also includes the study of representations of the nation found in government policy, in official and non-official museums, in public monuments, circulating in popular media, displayed in cultural performances, and produced by academics. this evidence gained through a variety of methods, sites, and evidentiary sources-what Hugh Gusterson (1997) refers to as "polymorphous engagement," often required when studying power-allows me to highlight the dynamism surrounding changing representations of national culture, history, and identity and to identify the social actors, sites, and practices involved in the process. the research I conduct in the Us specifically examines how social memory about 1932 and its aftermath influence certain members of the diaspora to define what it means to be from El salvador.
by recalling 1932 and the violence against indigenous populations, salvadorans in california express their personal and collective sense of indigeneity. I witness how some are identifying and building community with other Native American groups, including chicanos/as who also embrace their Native American roots. their distinct identity expressions are not typical representations of national identity for the Us, Mexico, or El salvador, but instead are expressions of indigeneity that connect foremost with Native American cultures and the earliest inhabitants of the lands. rather than existing as separate or parallel cultural phenomena, there are direct connections and synergy among these ethnic groups, especially between chicanos/as and salvadorans. In california and other Us states, salvadoran migrant youth and the first, second, and even third generations of salvadoran-Americans are growing up with self-identified chicanos/as, a Us subaltern identity that has inspired indigeneity and political orientation for over 50 years. some members of these two groups are more, and others less racially marked as Indians. Many are likely to be re-discovering and re-learning indigenous cultural traditions.
In california's san Francisco bay Area, I have interviewed and observed salvadorans, both young and old, as they come to recognize, value, and practice their indigeneity. some find their path through participating with chicanos/as in Aztec dancing, an expressive spiritual practice and community membership. Others recount memories of grandparents and greatgrandparents and recall their indigenous practices. some attend powwows or other North American pan-Indian cultural practices that increasingly link indigenous populations from across the Americas (DeLugan 2010). Also, by participating in commemorative practices that bring attention to El salvador's national history, they become aware that their family's severance from indigenous heritage can be tied to the 1932 violence.
I argue that the memory practices in the Us and El salvador are representations from groups at the margins of the nation-state. through research I conduct in the Us, I participate in commemorative practices about 1932 that link faraway citizens to a diasporic identity informed by indigeneity. some salvadorans in the Us also directly connect their actions with memory work and struggles taking place among indigenous people and their supporters in El salvador. I follow some of these transnationally linked social memory and collective identity practices. In El salvador, contemporary indigenous cultural identity is neither supported by the state, nor is it valued or adopted by national society at large. by this definition, then, and evidenced by the conditions of poverty and lack of political recognition or representation that define the experience of most of El salvador's indigenous population, they exist on the margins of national society. For diasporic salvadorans, as contemporary migration and globalization reconfigure nation-state populations and state power, transnational conditions place them within the gaze and reach of both Us and El salvador's state practices. As ethnic, racial, and immigrant minorities in the Us, many in the diaspora experience marginalization. In addition, by having physical distance from El salvador's geographic territory, yet still receiving some attention from the salvadoran state as "hermanos lejanos" (faraway brothers and sisters), diasporic salvadorans exist on the margins of that nation-state as well. In fact, the ways that many migrant-sending states strive to keep faraway citizens emotionally and economically connected to original homelands redefines the conceptual boundaries of the nation-state (basch, schiller, and blanc 1994) . For both indigenous populations in El salvador and diasporic salvadorans in the Us, conditions of citizenship, belonging, and well-being suggest they are groups who are often at the margins of national society. Further, in terms of memory practices about 1932, against the salvadoran government's official silence, new commemorations are emerging not from the hegemonic centers but from the nation's margins.
Although the first public, non-governmental commemoration of 1932 in El salvador took place in Izalco in January 2005, some members of the salvadoran diaspora in san Francisco, california have been commemorating 1932 since 1997. by participating in the annual public gatherings in san Francisco, I have observed how indigenous and non-indigenous people from El salvador challenge each other to rethink the nation's past. by constructing memory and collective identity primarily around the question of what it means to be an indigenous person from El salvador, they actively interrogate and remake the meaning of national belonging.
the Matanza, indigenous populations, and the nation-State the Matanza and its aftermath affected the identity of all salvadorans by dramatically altering El salvador's ethnic landscape. Fear and repression drove indigenous culture further out of sight, while an official ideology and myth of mestizaje (Indian and spanish race and culture mixing) promoted a culturally homogeneous national identity. structural processes assimilated some native populations into the national mainstream, while the majority remained at the social and economic fringes of the nationstate. It is important to note that the 1932 popular uprising was one in a long history of indigenous uprisings in El salvador. Virginia Q. tilley (2005) lists 43 indigenous revolts that occurred between 1771 and 1918 in El salvador. Despite this deep history of resistance and struggle, prior to the Matanza there was already evidence in El salvador that some had abandoned indigenous language, attire, and other ethnic markers (Lauria-santiago 1999 (Lauria-santiago , tilley 2005 . In the late 19th century, the state actively dispossessed peasant communities in favor of commercial agriculture by privatizing communal indigenous lands. With that said, 1932 and its aftermath had an even more tragic impact on indigenous populations. the dominant ideology of mestizaje marked contemporary Native culture as backwards, anti-modern, and an obstacle to nation-state progress. 4 thus, it sharpened the social boundaries that marginalized indigenous people, hastening for some the course of assimilation. In El salvador, the popularly circulating and disparaging phrase "no seas indio" (don't act like an Indian) evidences dominant society's ongoing indictment and discrimination. Historical conditions and official practices made indigenous culture appear invisible. this context complicates contemporary efforts by indigenous Nahuat, Lenca, cacaopera, and Maya populations (including some mestizo salvadorans) in their struggle to be recognized and reclaim their indigeneity.
the concept of indigeneity refers to historically specific and contingent understandings, expressions, and subjectivities of what it means to be indigenous, including self-identification and classification by others:
reckoning with indigeneity demands recognizing it as a relational field of governance, subjectivities, and knowledges that involves us allindigenous and nonindigenous-in the making and remaking of its structures of power and imagination. (de la cadena and starn 2007:3)
For some indigenous people, the recent ability to publicly commemorate 1932 after decades of relative silence and the capacity to remind others of its dark legacy are essential for their political and cultural survival. Despite contesting narratives about 1932 even within indigenous communities, 5 and a persistent lack of national historical consciousness about the event (salamanca 2007), new public social memory practices about the Matanza are slowly emerging among indigenous communities in western El salvador.
In the post-war period, supra-state entities such as the UN also contribute to bringing attention to the status of indigenous ethnic minorities in El salvador. Whether or not the intention is to discipline the state in the norms of international human rights, especially minority cultural rights (some would argue that international agency investment in social and economic development expects and thus motivates the presence of indigenous subjects), international actors are applying external pressure on the state to recognize indigenous populations. the anthropological critique of multiculturalism under neoliberalism is relevant here (Hale 2002 , Peterson 2007 . International currents that promote cultural "recognition" influence indigeneity in El salvador, and in the post-war period, some salvadorans are reconsidering their identity. some are examining the historical forces, including 1932, that contribute to the distance that most citizens have from a desire to embrace indigenous heritage and identity. However, when the policies of cultural recognition fail to address political or economic marginalization, it is understandable that there might be a critique of the overall process. While any critique of neoliberal multiculturalism should not be used to challenge the existence of authentic indigenous populations in El salvador, the motivation it provides for new expressions of indigeneity does complicate our understanding.
My multi-sited research in El salvador over the past seven years engages human rights specialists, academics (especially anthropologists and historians), activists, popular media professionals, and others who endeavor to raise national awareness about 1932 and its legacy. I follow how they collaborate with certain indigenous organizations and seek avenues for social justice. since 2007, the Institute for Human rights (IDHUcA) at the Universidad centroamericana "Jose simeon cañas" (UcA) has collaborated with El salvador's non-governmental Human rights Attorney (Procuraduria de Los Derechos Humanos) to gather testimonials about 1932 from elderly survivors and their descendants, conduct literature reviews of relevant scholarship, and collect other data about the historical episode. since the Matanza occurred 80 years ago, there are few living who can speak of a direct experience of the events. While a number of elders have been interviewed, younger generations are also recalling knowledge of the past in a process similar to what susana Kaiser (2005) refers to as "postmemories of terror." the memory work that attempts to bring attention to 1932 as genocide against indigenous people and highlight its ongoing impact on indigenous people's well-being and definitions of national belonging demonstrates how representations of the past are fluid and linked to present-day politics and dynamics.
below, I briefly describe a major three-day public, non-governmental commemoration of the Matanza that took place in Izalco to mark the 75th anniversary of the 1932 tragedy. since that event, other Nahuat indigenous communities, such as nearby Nahuizalco, are also beginning to hold annual commemorations. In addition, I describe a 1932 commemoration held from afar, as members of the salvadoran diaspora define their personal and collective identity in relation to the impact of the 1932 statesanctioned violence on the nation. beyond commemoration, they also join others in El salvador to support indigenous people's issues.
Migration, diaspora, and indigeneity
El salvador's civil war triggered mass emigration, and today an estimated two million salvadorans and their descendants live outside of national territory (compared to El salvador's national population of slightly over six million). similar to many emigrant-sending states around the world, salvadoran migrants have sustained El salvador's economy over recent years through remittances, transnational networks, and "tourist" dollars spent during short return visits home. 6 these facts have not gone unnoticed by the salvadoran government, which actively recognizes and reaches out to its faraway citizens. I have joined other scholars in exploring the variety of state efforts to strengthen affective ties of salvadoran citizens in the diaspora, new transnational practices and identities, the role of popular media, and how, in the process, the meaning of national belonging in El salvador has been reshaped to reference faraway citizens (DeLugan 2005 (DeLugan , 2012 Mixco 2009; rivas 2007; rodriguez 2005) . through expressions of indigeneity and long-distance support for indigenous people in El salvador, certain diasporic salvadorans are among the protagonists who are forming new meanings about El salvador's past and redefining national belonging.
As El salvador is being newly imagined in the aftermath of civil war, massive migration and transnational ties encourage a vision of the nation that extends beyond the limits of traditional geographic territory to reference faraway citizens and their descendents. In the Us, diasporic salvadorans are ethnic and racial minorities. salvadorans I have interviewed tell me that their indigeneity is informed not only by their understanding of 1932, but also by a sense of their subaltern status in the Us. How migration from El salvador (and other Latin America origins) to the Us motivates expressions of indigeneity merits more attention than this article permits. In other writing (DeLugan 2010), I explore the link between indigeneity and cosmopolitanism to describe how members of the salvadoran diaspora participate in urban Indian community-building to promote a culture of inclusion, care, and compassion. Here, I will focus on the alliances between diasporic salvadorans and indigenous peoples in El salvador, and how their activities, separately and jointly, are reshaping national narratives by emphasizing indigeneity and by drawing attention to the nation's history of state violence.
As in the articles by Yuko Okubo and Krisjon rae Olson in this special collection, I understand the state's effects on indigenous communities in El salvador and among members of the salvadoran diaspora as powerful but not totalizing. by focusing on two groups at the margins of the nationstate, my research explores the engagement of the state with national subjects while recognizing the inability of the state to completely capture these populations. In fact, what I wish to demonstrate is how social actors at the margins may indeed influence the hegemonic or the official and not merely exist apart or in opposition to state formation.
Government officials in El salvador are beginning to recall and represent the state-sanctioned violence of 1932. they do it not through a lens of cold War political ideologies, paying attention instead to the historical impact of the violence on indigenous cultural survival and human rights. there is a concomitant gradual shift toward recognizing the rights of El salvador's contemporary indigenous populations. In this regard, new commemorations and new apologies about past episodes of state violence are as much about indigenous people and their international allies as they are about historic shifts in El salvador's political landscape and the interests of a new government eager to communicate that it is different.
remaking the Meaning of national belonging
Allow me to reiterate my argument about the role of commemoration and indigeneity in the remaking of the meaning of national belonging. In the post-civil war period, democratic apertures permit greater opportunities for indigenous people to make claims for recognition. In addition, El salvador's post-civil war government continues to be pressured by the international community to acknowledge its contemporary indigenous populations. As well, the government is extremely attentive to the interests of diasporic and remittance-sending citizens, some of whom articulate what it means to be from El salvador in relation to indigenous heritage. some migrants are also allies with indigenous communities and organizations in El salvador. therefore, El salvador's indigenous populations (historically excluded in El salvador) and diasporic citizens (newly included in the post-war national imagination), as two groups representing the symbolic, social, and geographical margins of the nation-state, are new publics that are gaining fresh attention and also generating new reflection on El salvador's past and present. through commemorative practices about 1932, these populations, both separately and collectively, draw attention to the tensions of race, ethnicity, and nation and challenge hegemonic ideas about the nation's past and the meaning of national belonging. commemorative practices are fundamental to the links between diasporic salvadorans and indigenous people in El salvador. In what follows, I examine how anthropologists and other scholars approach the study of social memory. I note the distinctions made between official and popular social memory in order to posit the value of viewing popular commemorative events and practices as part of a dynamic process where the official is not only contested, but may also be transformed. Next, I briefly describe and analyze 1932 commemorations in san Francisco, california and in Izalco, El salvador. I discuss links between these sites in terms of local, diasporic, and transnational connections expressed through indigeneity, and focus on how the memory practices highlight historical and contemporary racial and ethnic exclusions and thereby challenge hegemonic notions of what defines national belonging. the article concludes by restating the argument that memory practices of new publics positioned at the margins of the nation-state are reshaping narratives about El salvador's past and what it means to be from and belong to El salvador.
Social Memory: official, public, and popular
Ethnographic inquiry into memory practices provides us not only with facts and documentation, but above all with dilemmas and contradictions.
-Johannes Fabian (2007:102) the making and remaking of nations in the aftermath of state violence or civil war can be viewed in part through the response of state and society to their problematic past. It is through both official and everyday acts of commemoration that a society chooses (or not) to confront bleak earlier periods. Whether the memory work links to national unity, collective identity, or unresolved and ongoing struggles is a vital topic of research. A decision to not confront a difficult past can be motivated by a desire to not recall what some may consider as "over and done with" in the name of moving forward together; others may choose to actively fight against a slide into forgetting to prevent the recurrence of horrible acts, or to continue efforts to right past wrongs. Further, political interests or an expectation of impunity should not be underestimated as motives for unwillingness to bring attention to a difficult past.
the ways that states contend with past events, often memorialized as national history, can be compared with the popular action of citizens who may counter official efforts to remember or not. citizens may interpret the meaning of past actions and events for contemporary society differently than does the official version. One way to understand this dynamic is as a tension between history and memory, where "history" equates to official representations about the past, so important to asserting nationstate legitimacy, and "memory" equates to representations that are distinct from the official. 7 However, the power of official sites to produce and reinforce shared meanings about past events or personages-particularly through a host of commemorative practices, such as anthems, holidays, and patriotic rituals, and through monuments, museums, and textbooks-reveals that "history" can be effectively naturalized, internalized, and reproduced to form the basis of national or other broad-based collective identities and subjectivities.
the study of nation-states and the representation of collective identities that define national membership and belonging tend to focus on the official sites that produce and reinforce shared meaning about the nation. It is here that the past is often the anchor for assertions of nationstate legitimacy. Whether the focus is on the deep archaeological past, on actions and actors connected to the emergence of the modern nation-state, or on more recent events and episodes, official efforts to generate a national imagination to fuel identification with the nation-state usually involve history lessons and commemorative practices. scholars have examined how key events and personages are added to calendars, represented by monuments, displayed in museums, and narrated in textbooks, as well as how these sites and practices connect to patriotic public rituals and national ideologies (Anderson 2006 , connerton 1989 , Fox 1990 , Gillis 1994 , Hobsbawm and ranger 1983 . In this way, the past becomes an important resource for consolidating contemporary understandings of national belonging. critical perspectives highlight the imaginative aspects of new meaning-making about the past that over time may become naturalized as truth and tradition, and how the selective and constructed nature of official representations contrast, for example, with certain marginal or subaltern understandings of the national experience (past or present) or different imaginations about the nation's future (Alonso 1994 , chatterjee 1993 , Frazier 2007 , Herzfeld 1986 , riano-Alcala 2006 . scholarship in anthropology has examined state formation, including a focus on those at the margins of nation-state projects (Alonso 1994 (Alonso , 1995 Das and Poole 2004; Malkki 1990) . this line of research is enhanced by studies that consider the role of social memory. Anthropological research demonstrates how social memory creates new social ties, reinforces social orders, and also represents challenges to same (Anagnost 1997 , climo and cattell 2003 , Graburn 1998 , Kwon 2006 .
Methodological and theoretical explorations of social memory attempt to distinguish between memory generated by official sites and practices and the social memory generated by alternative sites and practices, as represented by diverse social groups and publics. classic treatises in social or collective memory posit all memory as fundamentally social due to shared linguistic and cultural underpinnings representing experience. Yet, by acknowledging the different ways that certain groups (ethnic, class, gender, etc.) may have distinct recollections of particular past events, scholars point out social memory's connection to power in society (Halbwachs 1992 , Passerini 2003 ). As mentioned above, some posit this as the difference between (official) history and (unofficial) memory. still, the distinctions can be hard to note, in particular when considering a dynamic process where ideas about the past are not monolithic or immutable, and where silences or forgetting can obscure understandings about the past.
Acknowledging the methodological and conceptual challenges of ethnographically studying social memory, Johannes Fabian (2007:93-96) briefly explores different types of social memory. He contrasts "collective" versus "public" memory to highlight collective memory as underground, secret, and preserved, whereas public memory tends to be open, announced, and "published." Fabian makes a further distinction between "public" memory and "popular" memory, where popular memory is closer to collective memory when it is not collected, canonized, or promoted by institutions or political entities, in contrast with public memory, which equates with the official. the extent to which memory is closed or open, institutionalized or not, has implications for its ethnographic study.
I appreciate efforts to sort out distinct characteristics of social memory in order to aid its study. However, schematization of memory must allow sufficient space for examining diverse and dynamic memory practices and processes. In particular, I am interested in how memory from the margins (which may be represented in the above analysis as collective, unofficial, and popular) can also be involved with the transformation of official, public memory, as opposed to simply functioning in opposition to it. such a perspective highlights active and dynamic social processes that represent the nation's past, present, and future. Looking to case studies from the southern cone of Latin America, for example, we find a number of examples of popular memory work about 1970s violence perpetrated by military dictatorships that slowly resulted in justice and altered ideas about the nation and national belonging. While some of the memories may have been kept alive or passed on in hushed exchanges or in private spaces of family kitchens or other intimate settings, unofficial memory work also took to the street, and popular mobilizations contributed to bringing former military and political leaders to trial, as well as to other efforts towards national reconciliation (Jelin and Kaufman 2004, Kaiser 2005) .
throughout the years in El salvador, there was a relative silence of indigenous people regarding 1932. their silence was replaced by contesting hegemonic narratives about the past that paid little attention to indigenous cultural survival. today, as new meanings of the past are being formed, the process demonstrates how social memories are fluid, and are linked to the politics of the present. I see parallels to the ways in which contemporary spain is remembering the spanish civil War. through active reflection and testimonials, spanish society is breaking relative silence and unleashing public memories about the brutality of the Franco regime (colmeiro 2005, Leizaola 2007 ). both spain and El salvador are undergoing political transitions to democracy, and the tragic national events finally being commemorated have a similar temporal distance of nearly 80 years. As Luisa Passerini reminds us, "it takes strength, sometimes, to keep silence, the silence which allows for meditation and reflection, for absorption of meaning from the environment and projection towards the future" (2003:248). silence can give way to many forms of memory expression, and we can see how social memory can be implicated in processes of social and political transformation by challenging and altering official or hegemonic representations of the past.
Lessie Jo Frazier (2007) , whose scholarship records shifts in the modes of popular memory about state violence in chile, offers anthropology another typology of social memory by acknowledging the dynamic, even transitory, nature of memory about particular historical events. In particular, Frazier analyzes changes in affect generated by memory work in different historical periods around certain episodes of violence and repression. Frazier names the qualitative differences in affect as moving from "cathartic" to "empathetic" to "sympathetic" responses. Identifying these different types of memory are important for her exposition on how memory can structure feelings and motivate social action. While looking to memory to constrain state violence and to create just societies, she reminds us that memory is "persistent, elusive, ironic, and both sheltering and obscuring possibilities for emancipatory politics" (2007:31). Frazier (2007) illustrates how social memory of a particular event can be experienced differently in distinct periods of time and under specific conditions. It is a valuable perspective for research on the commemorative practices that link indigenous people in El salvador and diasporic salvadorans. Over the decades in El salvador, official ideology promoted a homogeneous mestizo national society while continuing to marginalize El salvador's indigenous population. In common with other societies in the Americas, indigenous people have been useful for symbolizing unique national origins, while in reality also treated as obstacles to national progress. this has resulted in a nebulous (at best) status for El salvador's Nahuat, Lenca, cacaopera, and Maya indigenous populations. I have followed how some indigenous leaders, organizations, and communities have fought against invisibility to assert their presence in the post-war nation; a result of which is the creation of commemorative practices and revised history lessons. these activities are gradually expanding beyond indigenous populations (and certain diasporic salvadorans) to reshape official meanings of the nation. the August 2011 official commemoration in Izalco described above is one such example.
indigeneity: transforming Memories and identities
In the aftermath of civil war, indigenous communities in El salvador have found increasing international support for their efforts for nationstate recognition. Post-war democratic apertures, along with assistance from the UN and other international entities, have motivated the emergence of indigenous social and political organizations. While one prominent national indigenous organization, Asociación Nacional de Indígenas de El Salvador (ANIs), existed prior to the civil conflict, many new organizations have proliferated since 1992 (tilley 2005). Over the years, I have seen new coalitions form among these organizations, as well as conflict and competition. the political landscape among indigenous organizations in El salvador is complex, and while I have good relationships with several high profile indigenous leaders, I do not claim to understand the intricacies of the various groups or the quality of their interactions, nor is it the goal of my scholarship to do so. From my view, most organizations are focused on the needs and interests of specific local communities. this creates a somewhat fractured political scene that may hamper the development of a unified vision for transforming Indian and nationstate dynamics. However, there is at least one exception: for nearly two decades, getting the salvadoran government to sign onto International Labor Organization (ILO) convention 169 appears to be a common goal of all indigenous organizations.
In recent years, El salvador's government has grappled unevenly with the claims of its indigenous ethnic minority population. In 2005, the government of El salvador presented a contradictory report to the UN committee on the Elimination of racial Discrimination (UNcErD). On one hand, the report continued the claim that El salvador has a negligible indigenous ethnic minority population, and on the other hand, it asserted that the state is engaging in efforts to recognize its indigenous population (such as establishing the government office of Asuntos Indígenas [Indian Affairs]). the government report suggested that because the indigenous population is dispersed throughout salvadoran society, racism does not exist in the country, nor is special legislation to protect the rights of indigenous people necessary. the government affirmed that it would not ratify the ILO's convention 169, which recognizes the cultural rights of indigenous and tribal peoples and which 20 countries have ratified, including neighboring Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua. to do so, it stated, would violate the equal rights provision in El salvador's national constitution. the government delegation also rejected providing any moral or economic recognition for indigenous people who survived 1932 or other episodes of state violence, stating that a general amnesty law in El salvador impedes investigation or compensation for these situations. In response, UNcErD officials pointed out the ambiguity apparent in the government's stance towards indigenous populations.
Anticipating the state's continuing reluctance to fully commit to policies or actions to address its indigenous ethnic minority, a coalition of human rights and social justice organizations in El salvador presented UNcErD with a separate "shadow report" (informe sombra) (Federación Luterana Mundial et al. 2005) . the report summarized research and other data that depict the contemporary conditions and continued marginalization of El salvador's indigenous population. 8 this coalition of social actors demonstrates the increasing support for indigenous people in El salvador.
In 2007, El salvador conducted a national census which dramatically undercounted El salvador's indigenous population. the undercount was blamed in part on methodology, whereby census takers made their own judgments about who was or was not indigenous and did not permit selfidentification. certainly the complicated history of repression, myth of mestizaje, denigration of indigenous cultural identity, and long process of assimilating indigenous people into a national mainstream contribute to why many salvadorans today do not to assert their indigeneity. the faulty census statistics were brought to the attention of UNcErD by the same coalition that produced the shadow report. In its concluding observations, the UNcErD report offered positive comments to the government of El salvador for making progress in recognizing its indigenous population. However, it also recommended that "the state party improve its census methodology, in close cooperation with the United Nations, the indigenous peoples, and people of African descent, so that it reflects the ethnic complexity of salvadoran society, taking into account the principle of self-identification" (United Nations committee on the Elimination of racial Discrimination 2010:3). these engagements of the state, international community, and other social actors in El salvador regarding the ambiguous status of native peoples is the context in which public commemorations of 1932 are beginning to occur in Izalco and other communities in western El salvador. Although Izalco is known for its sizable indigenous population, 9 the town's social dynamics mirror national attitudes wherein indigenous elements are disparaged rather than embraced, and where native populations and their issues continue to be marginalized.
As mentioned above, recent examples from chile, Argentina, and spain demonstrate how the atrocities of state violence are not left unanswered or unforgotten. Exhilic and intergenerational activism can keep memories strong-along with vows that never again will such repression be allowed -and also keep civic attention focused on the culprits and social memory on the deplorable past. In El salvador, fear and state repression contributed to indigenous people's relative silence about 1932. In the early aftermath of the civil war, amid the general silence of indigenous elders, public practices surfaced to draw attention to 1932. For example, in addition to collecting testimonials about 1932, El salvador's Museo de la Palabra y la Imagen (Museum of the Word and the Image) conducted archival research that resulted in an exhibit and the 2003 documentary film 1932: Cicatriz de la Memory (1932: the scars of Memory), which featured an oral history of the 1932 Matanza. the film circulated in university classrooms and communitybased organizations in El salvador (and in the Us), contributing to the increasing memory work around 1932. the archival research and collection of testimonials revealed both the fragility of memory and the difficulty of reconstructing events of a long-ago past. When scholars, activists, and representatives from the office of the nation's non-governmental Human rights Attorney first began seeking testimony from survivors of 1932, they reported encountering grave difficulty. While collecting testimonials in Izalco and nearby communities in the department of sonsonate, they felt a sense of failure because many of the indigenous elders they spoke to were silent, evasive, and even cried when asked about what occurred in 1932. 10 Whether the silence, evasion, and tears should be attributed to trauma, repression, forgetting, or to the frail connections that present-day populations have with an 80-year-old historical experience needs to be explored.
Diasporic salvadorans also assist with memory work about 1932, but connect to the past through different registers. there is the shallow past that, through recent migration, connects immigrants and salvadoranAmericans to an original homeland. there is also a deeper past based on heritage and meaning making that I understand foremost as indigeneity. For some, it may refer to a familial transfer of culture and memory, but according to many interviews I conducted with salvadorans in san Francisco, their expressions of indigeneity are less about intergenerational recall and continuity than about discontinuity, dislocation, and loss. the indigeneity and memory work of certain salvadorans in the diaspora are not representative of hegemonic views of nation-state belonging (either in their original homeland of El salvador or in the Us), but generate new longings, practices, and collective identities that instead connect to the valorization of indigenous culture and heritage and with particular subaltern political orientations and desires.
My multi-sited ethnographic research endeavors to record and understand how new expressions of indigeneity relate to national and transnational structures of power and collective imagination. Academic attention to contemporary indigeneity dispels conventional understandings that native identity is narrowly tied to place, blood, or unchanging traditions (Garoutte 2003, de la cadena and starn 2007) . this perspective benefits my study of how new expressions of indigeneity relate to international migration and diaspora. It also illustrates the resilient survival and renaissance of indigenous identity in which memory work plays a fundamental role (Forte 2005) .
In contrast to certain salvadorans in the Us with whom I conduct research, mainstream El salvador does not actively embrace its indigenous heritage, even when such heritage is physically apparent and abundantly evident in local language, place names, material culture, and local traditions. Interestingly, however, it is only after leaving El salvador and grappling with the migration experience of being salvadoran or salvadoranAmerican in the Us that some choose indigeneity to inform their identities, subjectivities, and cultural practices. there are very obvious parallels to be drawn with chicano/a (Mexican-American) and boricua (Puerto rican/ Puerto rican-American) identity in the Us. these two collective identities primarily connect with the experience of marginalization from dominant society, and find expression in terms of indigenous roots, desire for decolonization, and subaltern political, spiritual, and worldview practices. the recent edited volume Memories and Migrations: Mapping Boricua and Chicana Histories (ruiz and chávez 2008) explores a dynamic relationship between space, memory, and identity. 11 sheila contreras (2008) examines the poetic and ethnographic expression of chicano/a indigeneity. these studies of particular expressions of Latino subjectivity mirror the meaning making occurring among certain salvadorans in the diaspora examined in my research.
Large waves of salvadoran migration to the Us began in the late 1980s. because the history of mass migration is fairly recent, we are now provided with a timeframe to understand patterns and expressions of identity of those who left El salvador's civil war violence, as well as those of first, second, and even third generation salvadoran-Americans. While I have yet to systematically explore the connection between members of the salvadoran diaspora and chicanos/as in their expressions of indigeneity, I have attended many 1932 commemorative events in san Francisco where salvadorans participate as members of Aztec dance groups, and where the public audience includes chicanas/os lending their solidarity to the struggle for salvadoran indigenous cultural survival. Identifying with indigenous roots is a particular response to Latino/a positionality in the Us. this couples with efforts to understand the personal impact of the violence of 1932, helping diasporic salvadorans explain why their families "back home" might not claim indigenous cultural roots and identity. today, these factors inform an imaginative diasporic indigeneity that also fuels interest in providing direct support of indigenous people in El salvador. salvadorans who express their identity as indigenous also find support from san Francisco bay Area's Urban Indian community. David Escobar, the salvadoran founder of the non-profit organization three Nations Indian circle (tNIc), an entity that organizes the annual 1932 commemorations in san Francisco, described what he understands to be fundamental similarities between indigenous people throughout the Americas: "same cat, different stripes." commemorating 1932 in San francisco, california El salvador's Ministry of Foreign relations (Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores 2013) estimates that approximately 327,000 salvadorans live in the san Francisco bay Area. Every year on or about January 24 for the past 14 years, tNIc-a small non-profit organization working directly with indigenous organizations and communities in El salvador and the san Francisco bay Area-organizes a public commemoration of the 1932 Matanza in san Francisco, california. As a scholar of El salvador and as someone who has worked with indigenous communities in El salvador, in 1996 I accepted an invitation to join the board of directors of tNIc. 12 I have attended all but one annual commemorative event and have watched the audience grow larger and more diverse. Over the years, tNIc has supported indigenous communities in El salvador with land purchases and other community development efforts. they have hosted visits from members of El salvador's indigenous communities and sponsored educational and cultural exchanges that increase knowledge about indigenous peoples' issues.
tNIc's annual 1932 commemorations demonstrate "pan-Indian" influences by involving individuals and cultural practices from diverse indigenous nations throughout the Americas. In 2011, the primary event took place in the Women's building in the heart of the Mission district, the hub for san Francisco's Latino population. As people gathered on a saturday evening, the scent of burned sage and copal perfumed the air. the program included traditional Lenca and Nahuat dances that were interspersed with the beat of North American Indian drumming, Aztec dancers and drummers, and Purepecha dancers. One Hopi-Navajo dancer was accompanied by a hand-drum. to educate the participants about El salvador's history, accounts of the 1932 violence were linked to information about the ongoing marginalization and struggles of indigenous groups in El salvador.
Hip-hop artists from Los Angeles and san Francisco ended the activity by sharing potent messages of indigeneity, resistance, and decolonization. there were over 150 people in attendance, including families with small children, young adults, and elders from the Urban Indian and salvadoran community. While the majority of participants were salvadoran, it was a broad audience representing many indigenous ethnic communities and community organizations focused on indigenous people's issues.
Over the years, the tNIc commemorations have drawn diverse audiences of salvadorans who not only learn about 1932 but aspects of El salvador's contemporary indigenous cultures as well. the organization educates salvadorans about their heritage in ways that are not prevalent in El salvador and as such has attracted individuals who desire to express their ethnic identity through indigeneity. because of the organization's history of working with indigenous communities in both the western and eastern regions of El salvador, tNIc has developed a reputation as a credible source of information about El salvador's indigenous peoples. It has relationships with other organizations in the san Francisco bay Area (and beyond) that perform the same mission for native communities in other parts of the Americas. the annual 1932 commemoration in san Francisco is the hallmark of tNIc.
commemorating from izalco, el Salvador: January 2007
From January 19-22, 2007, I attended the first public commemoration of 1932 in Izalco, El salvador. the picturesque town in western El salvador has a large Nahuat population and is popularly recognized for challenging the prevailing notion that El salvador's Indians are "invisible." Izalco is known for its elaborate cofradia system, 13 and for having two mayors, including one for the indigenous population (alcaldia del común). Many also know Izalco as the epicenter of the 1932 violence. several mass graves were dug in Izalco to bury the indigenous people who were rounded up and slaughtered in the early weeks of 1932. It was also where Feliciano Ama, the indigenous leader and martyr of the 1932 uprising, was hung from a tree in the town center. today, his great niece Juliana Ama de chile is one of the local leaders of the 1932 historical memory and justice movement in Izalco.
the International Forum on Genocide and truth: El salvador 1932-Izalco 2007 (Foro Internacional sobre el Genocidio y la Verdad El Salvador 1932 -Izalco 2007 ) took place at "El Llanito" on the grounds of Asunción Izalco catholic church, where some of the dead from 1932 remain buried in a mass grave. A makeshift stage was erected along with overhead public shelter from the intense heat. In attendance were indigenous people from Izalco and other communities in western El salvador, along with representatives of human rights organizations, universities, churches, museums, and popular media. A contingent of salvadorans living in san Francisco, california, including representatives from tNIc, was also present. Also arriving from san Francisco were Danza Azteca Xiuhcoatl members, who provided a ceremonial sacred fire and whose dancing and praying demonstrated and reinforced the spiritual dimensions of the gathering. With a conch shell serving as both wind instrument and guide, the dancers and other participants began their morning rituals by facing and praying to each of the cardinal directions, then the sky and the earth. the dancers' unique and colorful regalia, with their feather-plumed headdresses, and the sounds of their turtle shell rattles drew the attention of curious local onlookers. I also observed some Izalco residents, many of whom I assume were indigenous Nahuat, watching from outside the activity area, pressing their faces against the fence, unsure about what they were witnessing. While Aztec dancing is identified with chicano/a identity, a number of the members of this group are salvadoran/salvadoran-Americans, illustrating my observations about the influence of chicano/a indigeneity on salvadorans in the Us.
there were over 100 people in attendance during each of the three days of activities in Izalco. the program included a few academic presentations based on relevant research in El salvador, and workshops from activists about strategies for teaching difficult histories and about international human rights. but the event was community-centered, and activities featured testimonials from elders and young people alike, who embraced the opportunity to discuss and express their Nahuat identity. One shy young man from Izalco, tito chue, addressed the audience and commented that while growing up, his Nahuat last name and his biologically Indian features were often the source of ridicule by others. He spoke to the gathering: "For years I felt that I didn't belong here [in Izalco]. Now I finally know this is where I belong." the heartfelt emotion and sincerity in his trembling voice and the obvious personal courage he mustered to come forward brought tears to my eyes. tito's experience speaks to how towns such as Izalco, known for a large indigenous presence, generally disregard indigenous people. However, as Izalco becomes a symbol of the impact of the 1932 violence as well as a major site for contemporary efforts to remake meanings about the past, there is a dynamism that points to increased attention and recognition of indigenous peoples' issues.
I have briefly described 1932 commemorations taking place in san Francisco and in Izalco. In between these major public events are the everyday practices of social actors in El salvador and in the Us who engage in a range of activities to affirm their connection to El salvador through expressions of indigeneity. De la cadena and starn (2007) remind anthropologists to be attentive to the way that indigeneity is practiced, claimed, and represented today. today, people's connections to tradition, territory, and nation are attenuated and transformed by historical circumstances, including nation-state power dynamics, domestic and international migration, and diaspora. this requires us to rethink conventional ideas about indigenous collective identity. Any consideration of contemporary indigenous identity points to the role of social memory. As indigeneity motivates and underpins 1932 commemorations in El salvador and the Us, I recall Andreas Huyssen, who describes memory sites as "expanded fields," referring to the process of crossing borders "in relation to geographies, politics, and the discourse of traumatic memory themselves" (2003:97).
conclusion
In 1932 in western El salvador, an episode of state-sanctioned violence against indigenous Nahuat populations resulted in the loss of many thousands of lives and in the subsequent repression of indigenous culture and identity. Until recently, the government of El salvador maintained silence about the violence's impact on indigenous groups and national society. In the post-civil war period, public, non-governmental commemorations of 1932 have taken place first in the Us and then in El salvador to draw attention to the historical and contemporary interests and well-being of indigenous people from El salvador. the commemorations and related social memory work advanced by salvadorans and salvadoran-Americans in the Us are also expressions of indigeneity. Personal and collective identity claims about what it means to be from El salvador reference indigenous peoples' history and culture. In the process, diasporic salvadorans also collaborate with indigenous people in El salvador. transnational links show how mutual attention to commemorating 1932 involves raising historical consciousness in El salvador about the legacy of the state-sanctioned violence, and the subsequent marginalization of native people and cultures. by including the voices and experiences of El salvador's indigenous population and by rescuing indigenous culture from invisibility, the practices reshape narratives about the nation's past and present.
the linked commemorations demonstrate how new publics positioned at the margins of the nation-state are involved with actions that attempt to remake the meaning of national belonging. While indigenous people in El salvador have been historically excluded, new political apertures and social support now exist, and they continue to press for rights and recognition (Patrick 2004) . their efforts are supported by supra-state entities that attempt to influence the state in human rights standards upheld by the international community. some salvadoran emigrants that fled El salvador in large numbers during the nation-state's civil war and their descendants in the Us are commemorating 1932. through expressions of indigeneity and social memory practices, diasporic salvadorans remake individual and collective identity about being from El salvador in ways that differ from mainstream representations of national identity. On one hand, these are expressions of ethnic and racial minorities at the margins of Us society. On the other, they are expressions of faraway citizens, newly recognized by the salvadoran state, who express their root connections to El salvador in novel ways.
My argument is that a process is underway whereby unofficial practices of popular social memory are increasing historical consciousness about 1932 and shaping popular and official meanings about what it means to be from and belong to El salvador. Each year in El salvador, a handful of newspaper outlets cover the 1932 commemorative events taking place there, bringing the annual practice to a broader salvadoran public. In January 2010, the first annual commemoration of 1932 took place in Los Angeles among members of its large salvadoran population. Centro Cultural Techantit and Centro Cultural Indígena Mesoamericana hosted the gathering. similar to the activities in san Francisco, the Los Angeles commemoration involved participation from other diasporic indigenous people in Los Angeles with origins in Mexico and central America. With 1932 as a focal point, ongoing commemorations in El salvador and the Us demonstrate how collective and public memory practices from new publics at the margins of the nation-state challenge and influence transformations in official and hegemonic representations of national culture, history, and belonging. n a c k n o w l e d g m e n t s :
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e n d n o t e s :
1 In July 2009, one of the first actions of Mauricio Funes, El salvador's newly elected president, was to create a secretariat of culture. Previously, government efforts associated with national culture, history, and identity (textbooks, museums, archaeological sites, monuments, commemorations, etc.) were administered by cONcULtUrA, a sub-unit of the Ministry of Education. Establishing a separate ministry-level entity for national cultural policy reaffirms the government's continued attention to issues of culture and identity, including how to contend with El salvador's indigenous ethnic minorities.
2 Although the Peace Accords strongly recommended the establishment of a holiday and national monument in honor of the victims of the civil war, the government of El salvador has not yet responded accordingly. In 2008, a monument to the civilian victims of the armed conflict, A la Memoria y Verdad (to the Memory and truth), was erected in Parque cuzcatlán in the capital, san salvador. the memorial was an effort by citizens and civil society and did not involve government sponsorship. Indicating that these dynamics may be changing, in January 2012 President Funes apologized for the 1981 massacre by government military forces of nearly 1,000 civilians in the town of El Mozote.
while they are places with a large indigenous population, this does not mean that there is broad acceptance or respect for indigenous difference. Even in these towns, indigenous populations are marginalized and live in extreme poverty, lacking social status or political power.
